THE HONOR OF YOUR PRESENCE IS REQUESTED

AT THE

GENERAL COURT

OF THE

SOCIETY OF COLONIAL WARS

IN THE STATE OF GEORGIA

GUEST SPEAKER—BILLUPS PHINIZY SPALDING

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY THIRTEENTH

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY

OGLETHORPE CLUB

SAVANNAH

SEVEN O'CLOCK P.M.

SUPPER WILL BE SERVED AFTER THE MEETING.
PLACES WILL BE RESERVED ONLY FOR MEMBERS MAKING
RESERVATIONS ON THE ENCLOSED CARD.

PLEASE WEAR INSIGNIA OR ROSETTE

H. TAYLOE COMPTON, SECRETARY
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
WORK
by
WILLIAM STANTON FORBES
at
RABUN COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY, CLAYTON, GEORGIA
U.S.A. 30525
OPENING
3 P. M. SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 28, 1980
4 - 6 weeks
EVERYONE INVITED
FREE
“BUEN HUMOR”
“STILL WATERS” SINCE 1935 - '39 - '65 designed
built W.S.F. with Ellen Jean two daughters
3 granddaughters
with neighbor craftsmen
“OUR SABINE FARM” TALLULAH FALLS, GEORGIA 30573
NYE FIELD ROAD TALLULAH MOUNTAIN
Cobb St. Athens, Georgia Gallery
Kindly Post
down October 16, 1980
Thank you
W F
CALL FOR PAPERS

CONFERENCE
of the
SOUTHEASTERN
NINETEENTH-CENTURY
STUDIES ASSOCIATION

at
Emory University
Atlanta, Georgia
May 8-9, 1981

THEME
Nineteenth-Century Heroism

MAJOR ADDRESSES
Professor Avrom Fleishman, Johns Hopkins University
Professor George Levine, Rutgers University
Professor Irving Massey, SUNY-Buffalo
Professor Morse Peckham, University of South Carolina
Professor Leo Rauch, Ohio State University

PAPERS

In honor of the Carlyle Centenary, we invite interdisciplinary papers on any aspect of nineteenth-century heroism, whether in art or life: the philosophy of heroism; the degree to which political messiahs, artists, fictional characters, scientists, and thinkers served as heroes; the philosophical and psychological theories of human nature that made heroism seem possible and desirable; the very readiness of the people of the time to regard as heroes and heroines not only those brave in battle but also those who achieved a great deal for humanity in other spheres. Contributors may want to consider national heroes, scientific heroes, heroines, theologians as heroes, the anti-hero, as well as the concept of heroism and the self.

Papers should have a reading time of no more than 15 minutes and should be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope if return of the manuscript is desired.

Last date for receipt of manuscripts: March 1, 1981

Papers may be sent to Sara M. Putzell, Department of English, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 or Linda G. Zatlin, Department of English, Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia 30314.
Energy Publications

A special collection of energy-related titles is available in this library for your reference and reading pleasure. These authoritative sources contain valuable information on every aspect of one of the most vital issues of our time—energy.

These publications have been made available through a grant from

Georgia Power Company
Endorsement for

Rev. Jesse L. Jackson

for President of the United States

I am a Southern Baptist Minister of 35 years. I was a Chaplains Assistant in the Korean War and I am a native son of the First Baptist Church of Birmingham, Alabama.

Most all professionals have been represented in the White House but the American Minister.

The engineers had Hoover. The politicians had F.D.R., L.B.J., and Ford. The teachers had Wilson. The farmers had Truman and Carter. The military had Ike. The reporters had F.D.R.. The lawyers had Nixon, Agnew and Mondale. The drugists had Humphrey. The Actors Guild had Reagan. The CIA and oil men had Bush.

The American Ministers had no one, no one until now. We had Robertson for a while and he helped us. Now we have Jackson. The American Ministers have an opportunity to unite together and support Rev. Jackson, setting aside all color and theological difference. American Ministers will never be this close to the White House again in our lifetime. Don't lose it. Now with our man in the White House, the stone will be rolled aside, and American Churches will stop dying and our flocks will increase and we will have respect and be somebody again in our precious ministers profession.

"I am proud to be an American Minister.

I am happy to support

Rev. Jesse L. Jackson for President."

Noel Vandegrift, President AMA

This endorsement was given in a public address in the city of Toccoa, Georgia on March 9, 1988, by Rev. NOEL VANDEGRIFT, President of the American Ministers Association, National Headquarters, Greenville, South Carolina.